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Context

Machine learning (ML) is applied in many areas to extract knowledge from data and guide the decision making process, with many applications such as search engines [7], recommendation systems [2] and disease diagnosis [6]. With the rapid growth of data, ML algorithms evolved from centralized to distributed solutions. And to address data privacy issues, Federated Learning (FL) has emerged to allow a set of participants to collectively resolve a machine learning problem without sharing their data.

Machine Learning plays a key role in decision making, therefore, it is crucial to ensure that the decisions made by a ML model do not reflect any discriminatory behaviour towards certain groups or populations. One of the factors that can lead to discriminatory decisions in ML is bias in the training data [12]. As defined in [13], bias is the inclination or prejudice of a decision made by a ML system which is for or against one person or group, in a way considered to be unfair. For instance, Amazon’s recruiting tool was preferring male candidates over female candidates because the latter were under-represented in the training dataset [11].

Moreover, Federated Learning could exacerbate the problem of AI fairness and bias [8, 1]. Bias is a phenomenon that occurs when ML models produce unfair decisions due to the use of incomplete, faulty or prejudicial datasets and models. Bias may have serious consequences such as sexist segregation, illegal actions, or reduced revenues [3, 4, 9].

Federated Learning may have an impact on the problem of bias [8, 3], because of the decentralized nature of FL, where data distribution and size are particularly heterogeneous. Furthermore, data privacy constraints in FL do not allow the use of classical ML bias mitigation techniques [10, 5].

Assignment

The following research question is expected to be tackled during this internship: How data preparation and cleaning affects the bias and fairness of Federated Learning algorithms? This raises the challenge of considering state-of-the-art approaches for data cleaning and profiling and studying their impact of a plethora of approaches targeting bias mitigation in FL.

The first objective is to identify relevant data quality problems on input data and available
open-source tools to fix or quantify the errors. Then, an exhaustive list of bias mitigation algorithms has to be built. The second objective is to combine the two steps by considering the impact of data with better quality on the bias mitigation techniques, in a similar fashion to what is done with data quality and performance of classification models [15].

Tasks:

- Familiarize yourself with existing data cleaning techniques for raw data as well as bias mitigation in FL approaches
- Study the state of the art regarding the data repairing methods and data profiling (i.e. collecting statistics about the errors and inconsistencies in the data) as well as bias mitigation tools in FL
- Design and implement an experimental pipeline in which different data cleaning tools are combined with bias mitigation in FL tools in order to measure how quality impacts the bias mitigation and the FL model robustness and performance

This internship is funded by Action Transversale Liris between the Database team (Angela Bonifati) and the DRIM team (Sara Bouchenak).

Expected abilities:

- Very good programming skills (Python / C++/Java etc.)
- Very good communication skills
- Familiarity with data management/ML/distributed systems techniques

Opportunities: You will have the opportunity to work with top-class researchers in the above areas and to be possibly involved in writing a research paper.
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